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Strategies for forex trading depend on market conditions and on actual trades.  There are two
fundamental strategies and the first uses Fast Moving Averages Crossover.  This follows the
currency pair every 15 minutes to every hour and charts the movement of the currency price.  The
other basic trading strategy uses Slow Moving Averages Cross over.  This operates in the same
way as the Fast Moving Averages but it tracks the currency price over a longer period of time. 
These strategies aim to determine the direction of the currency price trend. 

Human Trading Strategies

One of the most difficult Forex Trading Strategies to master is the human trading strategy.  This
strategy is based on self-control and intuition.  When traders are making large profits and doing well,
they have a tendency to risks that are simply not necessary.  It is important to remember that
winning or losing a single trade does not mean that it will continue.  Human psychology can go a
long way when trading forex.  This strategy helps to determine future trading behaviours so you can
anticipate successful trades.

Currency Trading Strategies with Trends

Currency trading strategies use trend lines to determine how the price of a currency is changing. 
This is one of the Forex StrategiesForex Strategies that is used to adapt to changing trends in order
to predict the changes of trends.  When using the currency trading strategy, you should monitor an
asset, from 1 hour to 1 day and observe how that trend is changing.  You should buy an asset when
it is at a lower price and sell it just before the predicted high point.  

Giaimo Trading Strategy

The Giaimo trading strategy provides three vital pieces of advice to be successful in the forex
market.  The first is that traders should never use their emotions to trade.  The second is that
traders should always use technical or trend analyses to assess their trades.  These analyses
provide important information about trends and market conditions so traders are able to make a
more educated decision.  The third piece of advice for traders is to always make good decisions on
leverage and how much money you will trade with.  It is never a good idea to risk a large amount of
your bankroll because at some point you will experience a bad trade.  Traders need to balance
reward and risk in order to be a successful long-term forex trader.

Fozzy Trading Method

The Fozzy method uses Moving Averages Crossover and True Range Averages.  It also uses RSIs
to determine when to buy and when to trade.  It is time to buy when the RSI passes through a
Moving Average from below and it is time to sell when the RSI passes through a Moving Average
from above.  The True Range Averages are also used to indicate when it is time to get out of a
trade.  This method does require patience from the trader but it is easier for many traders as it does
not track more than one trade a day.
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